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5-Nov-16 8:55am @home 
I have been busy the last few says. Mike 

visiting, The Cubs games and Cubs Won, 

believe it or not! Then I have walking to the 

training center. I am out of shape so today I 

am at home resting for now. 

Investing 

I have been wondering what the next big 

thing might be. We went through the PC 

thing and it was big. Then there was the Cell 

phone and they became smart. They 

became mini laptops. Yes, there are those 

are really Tablet computer with phones and 

cameras and all those gadgets in them. 

Now we have the Internet that ties all the 

people together. Kind of the Internet of 

People. With the computer and phone all ties 

together the people are all ties together. 

Think about it! If you want to talk to 

somebody in China, you can by just typing in 

their number or click on their icon. They might 

look a little sleepy but they will be there right 

in front of you. 

What’s next. I think it will be the Internet of 

Things. With the technology devices 

connected to other things that is where it is 

going. I have seen FitBit connects to Smart 

phones, phone connect to watches, and 

TrackR let you know where you left your keys. 

The things are connected to other things. The 

“Internet of things”! 

With the current technology, 1,099,511,627,776 

things could be connected to each other. I 

think that is where it is going next, the Internet 

of Things. Who is making the components 

there are inside these devices?  

I need Coffee! 

@*$ later 

I just finished proofing the last issue. When I 

get home, I should make the corrections in 

the computer and get it published for you. 
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There are times when this becomes a burden. 

Other times it seems to go very easy. It too is 

random! 

I am sitting at the counter by the food and 

it is screaming at me! They are so busy I have 

had time to get then to sneak me one of 

those brownies. Yes I said “Sneak”! 

Cubs Won! 

Ok I forgot to tell you the Cubs Won!  

Cubs Won!!  

Cubs Won!!!  

CUBS WON!!!!!!! 
Yes, it only took 108 years to win. The other 

day they won the first World Series came in 

Wriggly Field since before I was born. 

Yesterday the Cubs returned to Chicago 

and the had a parade for them. I watch on 

TV and it looked like everyone and their 

brother were there. I think they said there 

were three-million people there. I wasn’t 

there but Kelley said she was there. Kelley 

workers here at Starbucks. I haven’t talked to 

her because they are too busy here. 

Kelley just told me there were 6-million 

people there. Wow! I noticed while I watched 

on TV, the Cubs fans are a calm bunch. 

They are too busy to bother them too 

much. I think I can go home and leave the 

leaves or go out 

and plant some 

Mums. Or look at 

my Plane to see 

what I was going to 

do for it. Or maybe 

go to lunch.  

The problem with 

lunch is that is only 

eleven o’clock and 

I have two more 

hours. Maybe I 

should do more 

than just type on 

this keyboard.  

 

6-Nov-16 @6:58am @*$ 
Wow, a guy just came in with a White Sox 

hat on. Good for him! I like them too. I like 

that the Cubs won but I wear no Cubs gear. 

But after seeing so much Cubs gear in the last 

week it was unusual seeing the White Sox hat. 

Maybe I should get an Indians hat and wear 

it. Not! 

Clocks 

Did you set your clock back an hour? I 

found that my thermostat already had the 

right time on it. My question to myself was 

“Did I forget to reset it right in the spring or 

does it happen automatic?” No Mater it is 

right alone with the other five clocks I need to 

set manually. Wail…I should set the clocks in 

the car and camper yet. 

Leaves 
The weather is nice out this morning so I will 

start working on those leaves. I can rake in 

the back. It is too early to make noise with the 

mower. I have to use the mower in the front 

the first time. The grass is too long. 

Now that Mike has returned home, the 

Cubs games are played and the clocks are 

reset I have a little time to do other things 

before the Vote on Tuesday. Maybe with 

things can get back to more routine. Not 

normal as that changes from day to day. It 

seems that I am busier than I have ever been 

I saw this and thought I should 
post it before I went home 
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before. Maybe it is just me trying to string too 

many things together. I could just do then 

things I can in the time I have at hand. 

Maybe just not start anything new until I finish 

what I am working one. Maybe I could only 

start 9 or 10 projects at a time but finish 12 or 

13 first. Where are my priorities? 

It is only 7:17am on a Sunday. I think by 

9:00 I could have the leaves raked in the 

back. Then I could wash the other side of the 

camper. By then I could mow/rake the front. 

Then what? Well, I will see what when that is 

done. Nothing else is on the schedule. 

Enough said, bye! 

7-Nov-16 8:07am @*$ 
Maybe I need to get one of those bags 

that the pizza guys have when the deliver 

their goods. One of them might help me 

keep the dew from my laptop when I leave it 

out in the cold.  

You people who wear glasses kind of know 

what I am talking about. You are outside too 

long in the winter. And when you come inside 

it is looking through frosted glass. It is the 

same with the screen on my laptop. Not quite 

as bad because there is a light in the back. 

I just thought about those Pizza bags. I 

would need a heater in it because overnight 

it would still get very cold in the bag. 

Walking again. 
Every time I plan to exercise I plan on 

walking out to EWT. So far, I have made every 

time I went out there. This 

morning nobody showed. 

That is the second time this 

month. I am glad I walked 

out there on those days too. 

I feel less guilty because I 

walked. So far I have not had to walk home. 

Lucia felt sorry for me one day because it was 

pouring rain. It wasn’t raining on the way to 

EWT.  

I hitched a ride with Michelle on the other 

days because she was on the way home or 

somewhere. 

I don’t melt in the rain so I would have 

walked. But on the other hand, I will ride in a 

nice warm dry car too.  

It is good to start walking again. Starting 

out only going one way is good too. It is only 

1.8 miles there. The only problem is that last ½ 

miles. It is wet grass and my shoes leak. On 

the way there my feet will dry. On the way 

home my feet will get wet on the start and I’ll 

be walking is wet shoes all the rest of the way 

home. That is no fun!  

I will try my Gore-Tex shoes the next time. I 

wear them in Spain and they do not leak 

water into them. The other two pair I tried got 

wet inside. And the sandals won’t cut it. Fine 

for driving but not walking in wet grass, or 

snow.  My Gore-Tex shoes are a little small but 

I will try them next time. 

Yesterday 

I got a lot done yesterday. I cleared the 

leaves from the front year. I plant some Mums 

in the front of the 

house. I started 

72 Mums 

cuttings. Yes 72! I 

figured I had the 

starter tray sitting 

there and I had 

the rooting 

hormone. I had 

to find there 

something to plant them in that would work 

like dirt. I found a bag of white sand in the 

garage that had never been opened. It 

worked just fine. Now that they are all 

planted I can just add water and see what 

happens from now until spring!  

Walking the Walk 

While looking for an image for walking I 

saw a hiking icon and started thing about 

walking across Spain. I have my Passport. 

Now I need a ride to get there. I am still 

thinking about going next year. Is there any 

one that would like to go alone?  

Mums 
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The first thing I think about is would any one 

like to go. I know I need to 

buy my ticket before the 

end of the year. Mike said 

that the end of March it the 

best time to catch a ride for 

pricing. I am thinking the 

month of May for the 

weather but April is not out 

of the question.  

I figured I would get a 

round trip ticket this time 

because of the price. The last time I paid 

around $700 to get to France then paid 

$1,100 or €1,100 to get home. I only 

remember eleven-hundred to get home. It 

was into summer when prices are higher. I 

need to shop for pricing. 

Once I have the ticket, I know I am going! 

Then I can start gathering my stuff then.  

9-Nov-16 8:01am @*$ 
So today is 9-Nov or 9-11. The people have 

spoken, now let’s get along!  

I watch the returns until midnight when I fell 

asleep. It looked like Trump would win. I was 

tired so I went to bed.  

Visibility 

This morning I walked to EWT wearing my 

new yellow vest with the reflectors on it. When 

I crossed the Church street at Clay there were 

no cars. I did see a car way back on 

Washington street well before the stop sign. 

That is plenty of time to cross the street. I 

started walking and in the middle This guy 

had to stop quickly to keep from hitting me. I 

think there must be a target on my right side. 

That driver was in a hurry and I don’t think he 

stopped or I would have been clear and into 

the fountain in the park. 

When I got down near the Vine street I net 

another walker. He was wearing dark close 

and I did not see him coming. When he got 

up to me he said; “I could see you a mile 

away!” I said; “That was the idea!” I know 

there is no target on the front.  

This vest is very light and bright yellow with 

reflector tape on it. It only cost $14.95. Small 

price to help to keep vehicles away from my 

walking space. I looked at the yellow hoodies 

with the zippers up the front. The price tag on 

them were $39.95. I may go with that later. It 

would be much easier to just put on one 

jacket. They have a lot of high visibility 

clothing at Farm and Fleet. It is in the far back 

corner of the store. Just walk as far as you 

can after you enter the building.  

For now, I am happy with the vest. I will use 

it whenever I walk.   

Return to the Returns 

Michelle, is busy doing Personal Training so 

I have some idle time. Thought I would see 

how Trump did in Illinois. I was surprised to see 

that Clinton won with over 50% of the votes 

and Trump got less than 40%. I decided to see 

how that happened because everybody I 

talked for was against her. It seemed to me 

that nobody was for any one! 

I looked at McHenry County first. Trump got 

almost 51% and Clinton got less than 41%.  

How did Hillary win over Donald? I see that 

there are five counties around Cook 

(Chicago) voted for Hillary about two million 

votes for her. Where received only one million 

in those five counties. The next county is 

McHenry with 60k to 71K for Donald. Maybe I 

only know people in McHenry county.  

In any case Donald Trump is the next 

President of the United States. I wish him well! 

Look at this! 
218, Hillary Clinton, 59,405,663 votes (47.7%)  

279, Donald J. Trump, 59,218,283 votes 

(47.5%)  

270 to win 

10-Nov-16 8:34am @*$ 
This laptop is acting up once in a while. I 

keep those streaks though the screen that 

are different colors they should be. On the 

other hand, I have yellow paint on my fingers. 

They are not related. One is really paint and 

the other is the video driver in the laptop.  

Marty 2012 
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I was toughing up the plane on my fingers 

the airplane this morning. I guess I missed a 

little.  

The Cubs are done for the season. The 

time change has sunk in. And the stress of the 

elections will start to sink in. I hope! There 

have been just too many things going on the 

last month. 

The people here at Starbucks seem to be 

happier the last couple of days. Maybe it is 

Daylight Saving time. Or is this Standard time? 

No matter I don’t like them the changing the 

clocks. For me, I would like them the same all 

year. It I think it serves no purpose for me. I 

can wear my yellow vest when it is dark. No 

body tried to run over me today. Either God is 

watching over or it was the bright yellow I was 

wearing. Well, God did tell me to wear bright 

clothing if I wanted to walk in the dark. She 

did!  

I can’t keep typing away today. Michelle 

has some work for me and I have a blood test 

to go to in a few minutes. I think I will check 

Facebook and my email in these last few 

minutes I have left before I need to stop. 

11-Nov-16 8:00am @*$ 

Happy Veterans Day 

 

Life Story 
I was working on my life stories this morning 

before I decides to come up here. They say 

that every cell in the body is replaced every 

seven years or so. Last night I wasn’t sleeping 

so I was thinking about what I was doing 

each of those seven years. I noticed there 

were some gaps in my memory on some of 

the seven years. Now you must remember I 

was trying to go to sleep too.  

I was thinking that years 7, 14, 21, 28, 35, 

and so on I would remember what I was 

doing. That wasn’t helping. I thought I should 

try the year 1946, 1953, 1960, etc. This helped 

a little. This morning I was still not think what I 

was doing on the exact 7th year, neither by 

date or year. I am sure the next time I can 

look at my notes and get some ideas. Maybe 

not on the exact year. 

I know I was born in 1946. That is year zero. I 

guess we all need to start somewhere. I 

started my life in a hospital as my age ends at 

154 year and 19 days or so on the year 2100. 

Yup, that is still the plan! 

In 1953 I was already living in Woodstock. 

1960 I bought a new Opel… Wait that can’t 

be right! I was only 14 years old. Maybe it 

wasn’t a 1960. It was my first new car. Maybe 

it was $1960.00. 

I think I must look at “Vehicles of Marty’s”: 

http://marty-metras.com/dads100th/?p=1313 

. Yes, I have all of them listed and many of 

them have pictures. By the way the Opel was 

car # 4 and was a 1965 Opel Kadett. My 

Camper is vehicle number 55! 

In the last ten years, I started taking more 

pictures. I think this is the best picture I have of 

the Opel. Film and developing pictures was 

costly. Now days they cost almost nothing. I 

have almost 1,600 pictures in my camera 

alone. Just yesterday I took 30-40 only used 

two. Times change! 

I want to start working on my life story 

again. I’ll be 154 before I know it and I don’t 

think I will be able to write it in 19 days.  

Opel is in the foreground with Jake, Dad's '66 Chevy on the right.  

http://marty-metras.com/dads100th/?p=1313
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12-Nov-16 8:05am @Home 

Folding “T” Shirts 

I was just processing my laundry and was 

thinking about folding the “T” shirts. I was 

wondering if the was easier way? So here I 

am! I just noticed the PC has a built-in 

camera and decided after 2 years if it 

worked. I took two pictures of me. One with 

my glasses. Well the camera works and is very 

easy to used. The problem is the camera 

takes very crappy pictures. My old snap shot 

film camera did better. Guess I won’t be 

using it very often.   

Oh, I came here to learn an easier way to 

fold shirts…. 

This is what is says¿  

1. Lay shirt flat. Working on a waist-high countertop or other 

similar surface, lay the shirt face up, with the collar at your right. 
2. “Section off” the shirt. ...  

3. Cross over your hands. ...  
4. Lift and uncross your hands. ...  

5. Make your final folds. 

I will watch the video and see what they 

are saying. Hmmm, that might work but not 

that description. Here is the video: 

http://www.realsimple.com/home-

organizing/cleaning/laundry/fold-t-shirt I am 

going to try it and then come back and 

report. Please stand by… 

The Shirt Folding 
I watched the video once then tried it. The 

first shirt folded bad and the second was 

better. Then I watched the video again. Aha! 

The 3rd was much better but the 4th looked 

crappy again. I was getting cocky. Number 5 

wasn’t too bad. The 6th was good. And 

number seven was very easy and looked very 

good. I stopped to tell you that this will work 

at the laundry matt too. I also stopped 

because all my “T” shirts are all folded. I will 

try it on my long sleeve T’s next. 

Let’s see if I remember this the next time. At 

least I have the video link in this newsletter. 

Aha, Long sleeve T’s are about the same. 

Just a little different because they are long 

sleeve. Video: 

http://www.realsimple.com/home-

organizing/cleaning/laundry/fold-t-shirt. 

And dress shirts? First Video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kd7edD

NjmLE Nice but not for me. They need to be 

ironed. Anyway, here is that video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7FzKf_6t

O4M  

That is 

my laundry 

lesson for 

today. 

Now can I 

go have 

coffee? 

Wait I 

need to 

finish the socks, and underwear first.  

@Home 

The other day I type something about 9/11 

I wasn’t referring to this 911 but I am now. I 

would like 

to go for a 

driver in a 

Porsche 

911 but in 

no-way am 

I going to 

buy one. 

But I would 

like to take one for a spin. It might be fun. I 

think it is way more car than I could handle. 

With the right road, I would like to give it a go. 

They say it will max out at 181 miles-per-

hour. I don’t think there is any where I would 

need to get to traveling at the speed of 3 

miles a minute. Yup, I could take the long 

way to EWT,2 miles, and it would only take 40 

seconds! 

There is about 1,800 miles driving to 

Sedona Arizona from Woodstock. Non-stop 

driving it would take about 10 hours to get 

there. It takes that to drive to the airport in 

Chicago and then from Phoenix to Sedona. 

Do they still do the Cannon Ball Run?  I think I 

will stick to my car and drive 60 miles-per-hour 

or so.  

Me from my laptop camera at home 

Porsche 911 

http://www.realsimple.com/home-organizing/cleaning/laundry/fold-t-shirt
http://www.realsimple.com/home-organizing/cleaning/laundry/fold-t-shirt
http://www.realsimple.com/home-organizing/cleaning/laundry/fold-t-shirt
http://www.realsimple.com/home-organizing/cleaning/laundry/fold-t-shirt
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kd7edDNjmLE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kd7edDNjmLE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7FzKf_6tO4M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7FzKf_6tO4M
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Internet of things 

I wrote about the “Internet of Things” 

earlier. I talked the Thing locater, TrackR. 

There are FitBit, Switchmate, and the car to 

phone too. I am going to watch and see 

what other smart devices I find that are 

connected too. I am sure once I start looking 

I am going to find a lot of things. Just 

remember you heard it from me in November 

2016. It may not name it the “Internet of 

Things” but it will be devices connected to 

devices to commutate!  

I’m sorry, I kept looking and found it has a 

name “IoT”, “Internet of things.” And there 

are all kinds of stuff out there already. Here it 

the initial info.  

“The Internet of things (stylised Internet of 

Things or IoT) is the internetworking of 

physical devices, vehicles (also referred to 

as "connected devices" and "smart 

devices"), buildings and other items—

embedded with electronics, software, 

sensors, actuators, and network 

connectivity that enable these objects to 

collect ...” 

Internet of things - Wikipedia 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_of_th

ings  

Let see what I can picture for you. 

 
To be a little simpler you might have 

something like this. 

 
Yup, you got it! The refrigerator will start to 

telling you; "Bring home the milk Martha!" 

I think I have dwelled enough on this for 

today. 

14-Nov-16 8:16am @$* 

Walking Might Not Be Safe! 

I walked to the training center again 

today. Since I figured wearing the yellow vest 

I was a target. The other day a car had to 

have ran the stop sign at Washington and 

Main hand had to stop quickly to not hit me 

in the crosswalk at Church and Clay. I am not 

sure they did run the stop sign but I suspect 

that. 

Today I figured I didn’t look that well 

yesterday. Today I waited until I saw no cars. I 

didn’t make it all the way across the road 

before I almost got hit again.  

That is not the only thing walking this 

morning. I was walking down McConnell on 

the north side. I walk into the street until there 

is a car coming on my side and I hear a car 

coming up behind me and I get into the 

grass. I still think I am invisible even with the 

yellow safety vest. So I am walking down the 

grass and boom! I stepped in a hole and fell 

bang on the next drive way. I caught myself 

just before I hit my nose. I hit both knees and 

palms. 

Now 2 hours later I think left palm and my 

right knee got the worst of it. Both are sore.  

Is it safe to walk when it is dark? I am 

beginning to think not. I am thinking I need a 

flood light to light my way. Maybe some 

safety lights down my pant legs and down my 

sleeves. Maybe a Mars light on top of my hat. 

The IoT could connect these things 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_of_things
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_of_things
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_of_things
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This way I could see my way and people 

might see me. Yah, right!  

I will keep walking and try to watch where I 

step and think safety. For now, I might survive. 

Key Finder 
I bought one of things you put on your key 

ring to help you find your keys if you misplace 

them. Well I lost the thing.  It only took 3 

days to lose it. No, not the keys! The thingy! 

Hmmm! It is about the size of a quarter and 

twice as thick. Have you seen my TrackR?  

I have one more place to look for my find 

key thingy and then it will show up or not.  

16-Nov-16 10:05am @EWT 
Starbucks was full this morning so I just 

picked up drinks and headed out here. I 

walked both here to exercise then walked 

home. When I got home, I was tired so I 

crashed for an hour. I was pooped! 

This morning I walked down route 47 

through the parking lots on the east side of 

the street. I noticed how hard it is to see with 

the car light shining in my face. Also, there is a 

lot of exhaust fumes along the highway.  I 

may have not noticed them in the past 

because of the wind. In any case I will be 

walking down Lake Street most of the time. I 

feel safer!  

On the way home I considered that hole I 

trip in the other day. It would have been easy 

to not see with is dark. I need to find my head 

light! 

The Old Way Here 

I leave my house next to Clay Street school 

and start walking up Clay Street past 1st Street 

Where I should see Lue’s Place on a clear 

day. Then I crossing North street and continue 

by the Auto-Lite. At Newell street on the other 

side of the street I will pass the American 

Legion, Townsend’s, The White House, and 

past the Grainery. I am on the east side of 

Clay Street walk I pass then National Tea 

Grocery on Clay and Hutchins Street. I 

continue south on Clay street past Buckley 

Cleaner’s, Kimberling’s store to the Town Tap 

on the corner of Clay and Church where I 

cross the road while trying to not get hit by a 

car. Cars seem to run the stop sign on 

Washington at Main that has only been there 

since the 1960’s or so. They forget it there, I 

guess! 

Anyway, I cut 

through Hurley’s 

parking lot then head 

down Jefferson by the 

IGA Grocery store and 

down behind Dacy 

Electric and The Budweiser Café. I continue 

south on Jefferson and cross the street by 

Bockmen’s behind Nation Bank when the 

traffic allows. When I get past the Woodstock 

Daily Sentinel I cut through the parking lot 

toward Wards Service store then head to 

Hunts Gas Station near the one-way railroad 

under pass and then usually before I get the 

Hanks Shell Station I cross Lake Avenue. There 

is a sidewalk on the west side there. 

I continue down Lake street walking past 

Benoy’s dealership then near the Dining Car I 

cross the street and head to Route 47 and 

cut through Garden Electric’s lot and met up 

to Route 47 where the Railroad viaduct is 

over the highway. In most cases that is where 

the traffic will stop for the light at McConnell 

road. I usually can cross the road there 

without getting run over.  

It is a little back tracking, some time I 

continue north to the traffic light on the other 

side on McConnell by Butler Auto Parts. When 

the light is red the traffic from McConnell is 

turning left and I can get across safely. 

There other 0.3 mile is straight east until I 

get to D.B. Hess’s where EW Training is now! 

Now you know the old way to get from my 

house to EW Training. Yes, the old way! 

Maybe I will jump ahead to today so you 

can’t get lost. Sometimes I forgot you are not 

all from Woodstock so you may get lost with 

these directions.  

Missed Spelled or Not 
I looked up the word “Grainery” and it kind 

of tells me is in not valid. I think of this work 
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and it isn’t “grainary” which is not a word. I 

know my spelling is not the greatest but… 

Grainery is a barn where the grind grain into 

flower with a gristmill. Or something like that. 

20-Nov-15 8:07am *$@ 
Did you know Starbucks has been around 

for 45 years? That is what they say! I have 

been around for almost 70 years. Today I am 

feeling a little like. I will get over it because I 

have eighty-five years to go. I am still working 

154 years 19 days of age. I will make it to the 

year 2,100. That is when I will tell people I am 

really old! Until then I am only getting older.  

I wonder what will happen the next 85 

years. We never got our flying cars, world 

peace, or any of the other things people 

were wishing for the new century. 

I am thinking the next 85 years the poly-

ticks will always be something to talk about. 

The Cubs won the World Series so I can take 

that from the list for a few years. The Indians 

can win because they are way behind. I 

don’t know about flying cars but cars that 

drive them self can’t be too far off. Amazon, 

it delivering package with drones. Some said 

the Dominos delivered a pizza a few days 

ago. 

In the medical field, I think they will start 

growing or printing replacement parts for our 

bodies. They have started this. I just will 

depend how much money you can supply to 

get these body parts. It can’t be cheap! 

Drugs will be cheaper as we legalize them 

more. Cannabis is coming to age. There is 

gotten very easy to get but people still feel 

nervous about buying it. Hemp can be grown 

as a renewable source for raw materials that 

can be incorporated into thousands of 

products. Its seeds and flowers are used in 

health foods, organic body care, and other 

nutraceuticals. Hemp fibers and stalks are 

used in clothing, construction materials, 

paper, biofuel, plastic composites, and more.  

Other drugs will come around after a 

while. It is all about educating people to the 

effects of the drug use.   

We are coming around with cars the use 

less gasoline. Hybrid cars are getting better. I 

bought a Honda Civic Hybrid in June 2002. It 

still gets 45 mpg on the open road driving 65 

mph. It is starting to rust but it is the best 

overall car I have had since I started driving 

50 year ago. And I have had 55 vehicles in 53 

years and the Honda I have owned three 

time longer than any other car. 

I have been thinking about replacing it for 

3 years. I still have it because it cost me 

almost nothing to own and operate. I just say 

I need a change. Maybe next year. 

Two cars are catching my eye. Chevy Volt 

and the Chevy Bolt. The Volt is a plug-in 

hybrid. This unlike my Honda you can charge 

the battery and drive it up to 54 miles on the 

battery. When the battery gets low the gas 

engine kicks in and it keeps you moving. You 

just drive like my Honda hybrid. The few miles I 

drive I would have to have the old gas 

drained when it is time to change to oil.  

The Chevy Bolt is a full electric car. They 

claim it will go 238 miles on a charge. I like this 

idea but what if I want to go out to Iowa to 

see Steve and have coffee. That is a 140-mile 

trip to Maquoketa. And I must get home. I 

would have to stay overnight. I would not 

save any money. The Bolt is not available yet 

any way.  

Both the Bolt and Volt are around $35,000. 

The Volt make more sense for my driving. I 

don’t drive 54 miles a day most of the time. It 

is more like less than 10 mile-per-day. One 

time I wrote down the miles I drove every 

day. I remember 96% of the time it was less 

than 40 mile-per-day. That is why today I think 

Volt!  

I have seen any other cars I would like right 

now. I like the idea for a van, convertible, 

and a pickup too. If they made a van 

convertible, that a pickup and a plug-in 

hybrid all at once. I think I might be in 7th 

heaven. Well, maybe 6th heaven. I might look 

at it. 

That is enough for today. The wind has let 

up. I can go remove the leaves again. 
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23-Nov-16 8:34am @*$ 
Yesterday I pulled a muscle in my neck. It is 

sore this morning but much, much better! It 

happened while I was exercising but I don’t 

think it happened because of exercising. 

Anyway, I should back to normal tomorrow. 

Whatever “Normal” means for me! 

Tomorrow is Thanksgivings Day. I will spend 

time with Aunt Annie. Thanksgivings is about 

giving thanks for the friends and family you still 

enjoy. If I don’t see you let me say “Thanks for 

being my Friends and Family. Just because 

you are not a relative it does not mean you 

are not Family. 

I remember when I was on the west side of 

Spain along the Atlantic Ocean. I was as 

close as I could be to Woodstock without 

swimming 3,000 miles. I was talking to this guy 

and told me to join him and his family for a 

beer. I had another family. This guy was with 

uncles, aunts, sister, brother-in-law, and a 

couple kids. I don’t remember much about 

that afternoon but we enjoyed each other. 

When I walked back into town I was late to 

catch the last bus for the day and had to 

spend the night. I walked around and ran into 

Iain and it was his birthday, June 18th. A 

bunch of us went to the beach and had a 

party. This was mostly people I walked with on 

the Camino, another family.  

The next day I headed back to Santiago 

then came home a few days later I came 

home. 

Shredding Papers 
The last few days I have been grinding up 

old receipts.  This is that paperwork I thought I 

might need some day. The first box I worked 

on first had 2007 on it. I stripped a gear on my 

shredder. I looked up and found there was no 

parts available. I bought a new one and the 

slot was narrow and hard to feed. I looked 

online and could not find what though I 

needed.  

Then I was a Sam’s and looked while I was 

there. They had two different shredders they 

were selling. I bought the smaller one 

because it said I could feed 12 sheets at 

once. The next bigger one was twice the 

cost. I would grind CD/DVD, credit cards, and 

16 sheet capacity. Also, it would not over 

heat if it was pushed too hard. I didn’t think I 

need all of that so I bought the smaller 

shredder. 

I got it home and set it up and started 

shredding. I found a box of old stuff that for of 

2003/2004 stuff. It was bigger box. I have 

ground up between 5,000 and 15,000 pieces 

of paper. Tuesday was trash day and I got up 

late and forgot because I was rushing to get 

the EWT on time. I missed the trash truck! 

I started filling those small bags and soon 

learned that wasn’t going to cut it.  I started 

filling 55-gallon plastic barrel bags. I am 

working on the second one now. It takes a 

while to fill those big bags, but it is much 

easier than messing with all those small bags. 

The shredder over heats and stops 

occasionally. I get to take a break when that 

happen. It is designed to do that. I just empty 

the basked and wait for it to finish the paper 

the was stuck when it stopped.  

As for 12-sheet feed, I have not put it to the 

test. I think I have pushed 6 or 8 through it. It S-

L-O-Ws down. It is easy to feed and is fast 

enough without trying to jam it too often. 

Wait, I don’t think I have had it jam yet, just 

over heat a couple times. 

I have been waiting for the line to shorted 

so I can get a drink for Michelle. It has been 

packed since I came in. Oh wait, I can order 

with my phone. Let’s try that… 

I’ll need to work on that!  

27-Nov-16 8:38am @*$ 
So where did that those four day go.  It 

may be time for me to carry my data in my 

pocket. I lost the 24th, 25th, and 26th’s version 

of my newsletter. I am thankful I didn’t lose 

more data. I worked all day yesterday trying 

to save it but it is gone. It seems the last date 

my data got backed up from this PC to the 

server was the 23rd. That means you don’t 

know what I was thinking on Thanksgivings 

day and the day after and Saturday. 
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Let me guess 

Thanksgivings is for being thankful. Thank 

You, God, for not letting me get too pissed 

because I lost 4 days of my newsletter. Wait… 

that is too negative. Thanks God for helping 

me for having the knowhow to figure out 

what was happening and learn a new 

command to get started again.  

The new command is “sudo -u www-data 

php occ files:scan –all”. This command syncs 

the files date/time into the database the 

helps to keep it in sync so the two computers 

use the most current files. 

Thanks God for keeping me healthy so I 

can do the things I like. Thanks Michelle for 

helping God to help me stay fit. 

Thanks Aunt Annie for letting me drive you 

around. Thanks Cork for helping me when he 

can. Thanks Mike for guiding me where you 

think I need it. Thanks Marie, Marcia, and 

Edie. I know I only see you once in a while, still 

think of you. 

I want to thank all my friends and family 

that have put up with me. 

Shop-til-You-Drop 

I hope you who went out on Friday got 

what you were after. I decided to stay home 

and shred old records. I have been working 

on that for 4 days now. I shredded 2003 

through 2009 receipts. I went through paper 

shredders.  

Before I was finished I filled three 55-gallon 

lawn garbage bags packed full with cross-cut 

paper shreds! Half way through I had to 

switch hands I was feeding the paper 

because my arm was getting tired. I now 

have over 5 empty boxes ready to fill with 

other clutter.  

Christmas is Next 

What do you want for Christmas? 

 I used to think all we need was World 

Peace. I don’t think that is a do able thing 

right now. That would be too big of a 

change. It would be better if people trying to 

get along.  

I don’t see most people getting along. I 

know I don’t get out much but I haven’t seen 

anyone get in physical hit or anyone get shot. 

Well, in the movies and on the news, but not 

in real life. Have you? 

For the most part people get along. I 

would like to see more of that in the movies 

and on the news. Maybe in my life time World 

Peace will follow. That gives us about 85 

years.  

28-Nov-16 7:35am @EWT 
How is your internet service? Mine was 

giving me trouble all day yesterday. I think it 

has something to do with those Cyber 

Monday people trying to be early. In any 

case I am at EWT using Michelle’s Wi-Fi and it 

seems to be working this morning. I am on my 

way out of here, I will check it out again 

when I get home. 

@*$ Later 
I went home and changed clothes. I got 

on my home computer and it looks like the 

internet is working again. I am so happy! 

 I like it when things I use work like I want 

them to work. 

I didn’t walk out to EWT this morning 

because the wind kept blowing my hood full 

of air and I was getting cold way to fast. It 
isn’t cold at 42ᴼ. It was the wind in my face 

that done me in.  

I knew it was going rain maybe. I was 

dressed for that. But no rain at the corner of 

Newell and Clay where I decided to turn the 

corner and head back home.  I got a 4-block 

walk to my car. Enough for today!  

The workout at EWT was a little tough but I 

did it. I have been off since last Tuesday. That 

is too long to go a without. Every 2 days or 

every three is too but not six days off. You get 

so soft. Well, I do! Now I am starting to stiffen 

up while I am sitting here. Oh well, I asked for 

it. I know better! 

Where is that rain they said was coming? 

I’ll check….it looks like one o’clock now. I 
could have walked! It is 44ᴼ now. They Say 59ᴼ 

tomorrow and 1 to 3 inches of snow on 
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Sunday. Then ice on Monday. I think I’m 

moving the Arizona. I have been saying that 

since 1990 when I visited Sedona the first time. 

But I am still here!  

Maybe I should get the snow blower 

checked out! I wonder how far back in the 

garage it is hiding. Maybe I should dig it out? 

I’ll have to do that later because I need to 

give Aunt Annie a ride at ten o’clock.  

If I go to Arizona for the winter I wouldn’t 

have to deal with all this Woodstock snow. I 

know they have snow in Arizona but nothing 

like we do. Snow is the only weather I don’t 

care for any more. The cold only bothers me 

a little. When it first gets cold and then in early 

March. 

I could go down to Texas and see Tim and 

Iris. They headed down there last week. They 

about as far south as they can get without 

falling in the Gulf of Mexico. Yep, He went 

from Iron Mountain Michigan to south Texas. 

That really makes them Snow Birds. Enjoy! 

Some of the other people that on me list 

have retired. Let see, Jack and Dick I think 

have retired. Mike and Petra travel a lot, Cork 

and Diana are based in Woodstock, and 

Shirley and Bob hang around Woodstock too 

I think. You other need to think about retiring. 

No more stress! Well a lot less.  

Oh, Aunt Annie waits, Bye! 

Bed Time 

I just noticed it was bed time but I am not 

tired yet. I think I will stay up a little end this 

issued. It is cold, windy, and rain outside but it 

is nice sitting here. 

I just thought I would show you something I 

found you might like to see for 

Christmas. It is a Christmas Tee. 

Yes “Christmas T”. 

Ok, I’ll let you go not and 

got to bed. 

Merry Christmas to all and 

to all Good Night! 

 

3-Dec-16 9:46am @home 

Issue Follow up 

 Walking: I now have a head light to wear 

while walking. Can’t wait to start using it 

 Leaves: I think they are done falling as I am 

finished removing then for this year 

 Mums: are covered with leaves to see if they 

start growing next year. 

 Shredding: after three 55 gallon backs of 

paper I am done with that for a while 

 TrackR: I replaced my thingy because it never 

showed up. Maybe it is out tracking some 

other keys 

 Christmas Letter: I have a good start on this. 

Maybe I will get it finished before Christmas.    

Some Space Left 
We had a few things happen this month. 

 

3rd the Cubs won the World Series 

6th we set the clocks back an hour 

7th The Cubs came back to Chicago to 

crowd or 6 million people  

8th We elected Donald Trump to be the 

next President of The United States 

9th We had riots that Hillary Clinton did not 

win 

On the 10th. We had riots that Donald did 

win.  Go figure! 

Finally, on the 24th things seemed to be 

getting back to normal for Thanksgiving. 

Christmas is coming! 

Be nice people and have a  

Merry 

Christmas 
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Mike has written the second edition to 

 “Encounters on the Road to Jerusalem

 
This is a test: If you see this send me an email at mc@doerofthings.com 

 

Marty Metras 
Marty has always been a doer of things. For the last 50 years, has lived within a mile of the same place. 

When he retired in 2007 decided it was time to travel and see the world. His brother was living in German. 

Mike and his wife, Petra were planning to move back to the USA in a few months. Since he had only been 

out of the United States once in the 1960s on a trip around Lake Michigan it would be a new adventure. 

Mike and Petra told him he could walk across Spain while in Europe. Never being in a different country 

and not being able to speak her languages there was a lot of fear. He tried to learn a little German and 

Spanish. Then he committed to 5 days walking in Spain after Mike said he would walk with him for the first 

week. Even after Petra & Mike said it would take 10 to 12 days walking on the Camino to decide if you are going the whole 

790 kilometers (500 miles) 

After a few days visiting with Mike & Petra, Marty and Mike headed off to Spain and started walking the Camino de 

Santiago from Roncesvalles.  This trip was Marty’s first book, “My Camino de Santiago Adventure.”  Many things did not work 

out for the best so Marty gave up and came home. 

Then in 2012 Marty decided that he needed to finish something in his life. He booked a plane ride to France. He then 

walked down to the train station from home and headed to the airport. On the walk to the train he decided he would not 

turn back unless someone was injured. In the next 7 weeks, he did not have a bad day. 

This book is all about Marty Walking the Walk in the spring of 2012 
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